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The Inert Doublet Model (IDM) is one of the simplest extensions of the Standard Model that
can provide a viable dark matter (DM) candidate. Despite its simplicity, it predicts a versatile
phenomenology both for cosmology and for the Large Hadron Collider. We briefly summarize
the status of searches for IDM dark matter in direct DM detection experiments and the LHC,
focusing on the impact of the latter on the model’s parameter space. In particular, we discuss the
consequences of the Higgs boson discovery as well as those of searches for dileptons accompanied
by missing transverse energy during the first LHC Run and comment on the prospects of probing
some of the hardest to test regions of the IDM parameter space during the 13 TeV Run.
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1. The Inert Doublet Model
The Inert Doublet Model is one of the simplest extensions of the Standard Model (SM). It
has been extensively studied in the literature, since despite its simplicity it can affect in a non-
trivial manner phenomena as varied as electroweak (EW) symmetry breaking [1–6], dark matter
(DM) [2, 4, 7–14], EW baryogenesis [15, 16], neutrino masses [17] as well as LEP [18] and LHC
phenomenology [2, 4, 19–25].
In the IDM, the SM is extended by a second scalar SU(2)L doublet Φ, which is odd under a
new discrete Z2 symmetry, while all other fields are even. Upon EWSB, the two scalar doublets
can be expanded around the vacuum as
H =
(
G+
1√
2
(
v+h+ iG0
)) , Φ=( H+1√
2
(
H0 + iA0
)) , (1.1)
where v =
√
2 〈0|H|0〉 ' 246 GeV is the vacuum expectation value of the neutral component of
H, h corresponds to the physical SM-like Higgs boson and G0/G± are the Goldstone bosons. The
“inert” sector consists of a neutral CP-even scalar H0, a pseudo-scalar A0, and a pair of charged
scalars H±.
Given the symmetries and particle content of the IDM, the only part of the Lagrangian that
gets modified at tree-level is the scalar potential which reads
V0 = µ21 |H|2 +µ22 |Φ|2 +λ1|H|4 +λ2|Φ|4 (1.2)
+λ3|H|2|Φ|2 +λ4|H†Φ|2 + λ52
[
(H†Φ)2 +h.c.
]
.
The masses and interactions of the scalar sector can be read off by expanding the fields in (1.2)
in terms of component fields. They are determined by λ1...5 and µ2, which can be traded for the
physically more intuitive parameter set
{mh, mH0 , mA0 , mH± , λL, λ2} , (1.3)
where the Higgs and inert scalar masses are given by
m2h = µ
2
1 +3λ1v
2, (1.4)
m2H0 = µ
2
2 +λLv
2, (1.5)
m2A0 = µ
2
2 +λSv
2, (1.6)
m2H± = µ
2
2 +
1
2
λ3v2, (1.7)
and the couplings λL,S are defined as
λL,S =
1
2
(λ3 +λ4±λ5) , (1.8)
while µ21 is eliminated through the scalar potential minimization condition m2h =−2µ21 = 2λ1v2.
The imposition of the Z2 symmetry forbids mixing among the components of H andΦ and has
consequences similar to those of R-parity in sypersymmetric models. All Z2-odd particles couple
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in pairs to the SM ones while the lightest amongst them is stable and, if electrically neutral, can
play the role of a DM candidate. The DM phenomenology of the IDM has been studied, e.g.,
in [7–9] and is essentially identical whether H0 or A0 is the lightest Z2-odd particle (LOP). For
simplicity, in what follows we will stick to the hierarchy mH0 < mA0,H± .
2. Constraints and signatures of the IDM
The IDM is subject to numerous constraints regardless of whether it is treated as a DM model
or not (for a recent account cf also [26]). Theoretical consistency requires that the EW vacuum be
sufficiently stable and that the scattering matrix be unitary, whereas calculability imposes that all
couplings remain perturbative up to some sufficiently large scale. We will impose these require-
ments up to a scale of at least 10 TeV unless otherwise stated, following the method of [4] (for the
interesting case of relaxing the vacuum stability constraint in order to include the possibility of a
sufficiently long-lived metastable vacuum cf [5, 6]).
Due to the existence of the new scalar doublet, there can be excessive contributions to the
oblique parameters S, T and U , for which we consider the 3σ ranges from [27]. The inert scalar
masses are then constrained from LEP measurements and in particular from searches for neu-
tralinos and charginos. The recasts of the corresponding searches performed in [18] and [28] re-
spectively yield (assuming mH0 < mA0) the limits mA0 & 100 GeV and mH± & mW . Lastly, for
mH0 ≤mh/2, the SM Higgs boson can decay into a pair of H0 particles. The global fit to the Higgs
signal strengths performed in [29] sets the limit BR(h→ inv.)< 0.12 at 95% confidence level (CL).
The latter constraint restricts the h−H0−H0 coupling λL to very small values, λL . 6×10−3.
Once the IDM is considered as a DM model, additional constraints arise from the Planck
measurements [30] of the DM abundance in the universe as well as from the null searches for
DM at the XENON [31, 33] and LUX experiments [32]. Assuming standard thermal freeze-out,
the IDM can reproduce the observed DM abundance in three regimes. In the low-mass regime
(mH0 < mW ), the LOP pair-annihilates dominantly into bb¯ and τ+τ− pairs via s-channel Higgs
exchange, with an increasing contribution from W+W− final states as mH0 → mW . In this region
the relevant free parameter is the coupling λL of two DM particles to the Higgs. In the intermediate-
mass regime (mW < mH0 . 115 GeV), annihilation occurs predominantly into W and Z pairs. In a
perturbative picture, here annihilation occurs mainly through the interplay of the process involving
the H0−H0−W+−W− coupling, which is a gauge coupling, and the s-channel Higgs exchange,
which depends on λL. Above a mass of roughly 115 GeV, the H0−H0−W+−W− coupling
dominates and the predicted relic abundance falls short of the Planck results. However, for mH0 &
500 GeV, there can be destructive interference among the diagrams involving direct annihilation
into W , the s-channel mediated Higgs exchange and t-channel mediated Z2-odd particle exchange.
In this high mass regime, the relic density depends on all parameters of the model.
These remarks are elucidated in the LHS panel of figure 1 where we show the values of the
h-H0-H0 coupling λL for which both the upper and the lower bound on the dark matter relic density
are satisfied as a function of the dark matter particle mass. The λL values are in 1− 1 correspon-
dence with predictions for the WIMP-nucleon spin-independent scattering cross-section σSI. In the
IDM, WIMP-nucleon scattering proceeds solely through t-channel Higgs boson exchange and is,
hence, fully determined by λL for a given DM mass. This is shown in the RHS panel of figure 1,
3
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Figure 1: (Left panel) h-H0-H0 coupling values λL satisfying the Planck constraints on the DM abundance
in the universe as a function of the dark scalar mass mLOP. The differently coloured points correspond to
theoretical constraints being satisfied up to different scales, namely mZ (green), 10 TeV (red) and 1016 GeV
(black). (Right panel) The same, but in the σSI – mLOP plane. The black lines correspond to the XENON100
(dashed) and XENON10 (dotted-dashed) bounds.
where the IDM predictions for the SI scattering cross-section are confronted with the constraints
coming from XENON10 and XENON100. Updating these constraints to LUX and CRESST [34]
does not qualitatively change this picture, but merely accentuates the tension between the low- and
intermediate-mass regime of the model and direct detection constraints. Besides, imposition of the
bounds from the invisible Higgs width eliminates all points with masses below roughly ∼ 55 GeV.
We can see that in the low- to intermediate mass regime, the only surviving parameter space
region is the narrow strip around mH0 ∼ mh/2, corresponding to very small values of the h-H0-H0
coupling. This is a general feature of numerous DM models: in order to reproduce the observed
DM abundance, resonant annihilation in the s-channel typically corresponds to a choice of very
small couplings, making “funnel regions” almost impossible to probe in any experiment. In the
IDM case, in the limit λL→ 0 essentially all existing constraints vanish.
3. Dileptons +EmissT in the IDM
The smallness of the λL coupling after imposition of the invisible Higgs width and direct
detection constraints render the IDM funnel region extremely difficult to probe. In [25], we showed
that there actually might be hope to constrain this challenging regime, by relying on the production
of the heavier states of the model leading to a signature of the type `+`−+EmissT . There are several
4
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ways through which this signature can arise in the IDM, namely
qq¯→ Z→ A0H0→ Z(∗)H0H0→ `+`−H0H0, (3.1)
qq¯→ Z→ H±H∓→W±(∗)H0W∓(∗)H0 (3.2)
→ ν`+H0ν`−H0,
qq¯→ Z→ Zh(∗)→ `+`−H0H0, (3.3)
qq¯→ Z→ ZH0H0→ `+`−H0H0. (3.4)
Out of these processes, (3.3) depends on λL and, given the constraints described in the previous
section, is expected to be completely subdominant. The analysis reveals that the signal is in fact
dominated by the reaction (3.1).
Two LHC analyses exist that are of relevance for our study. The first is a search for neutralinos,
charginos, and sleptons [35], leading to the `+`−+EmissT final state through chargino-pair produc-
tion followed by χ˜±→W±(∗)χ˜01 or χ˜±→ `±ν˜/ν˜`± decays, or slepton-pair production followed
by ˜`±→ `±χ˜01 decays. The second is the search for invisible decays of a Higgs boson produced in
association with a Z boson [36]. These two analyses have been recast using the MADANALYSIS 5
[37, 38] framework. The former, was already available in the Public Analysis Database [39] as the
recast code [40]. The latter was implemented and validated [41] specifically for this work.
With the λ2 parameter being irrelevant for all observables at tree-level, and given the con-
straints on λL, we are free to fix the latter to 0. Besides, mH± is mostly relevant for process (3.2)
which turned out to be subdominant with respect to (3.1). We then choose two representative val-
ues mH± = 85 GeV and mH± = 150 GeV and scan over mA0 and mH0 . Our results are shown in
figure 2 for the case mH± = 150 GeV, where we draw contours of the ratio µ ≡ σ95/σIDM in the
(mA0 ,mH0) plane. Here, σIDM is the cross section predicted by the model while σ95 is the cross
section excluded at 95% CL. With this definition, regions where µ ≤ 1 are excluded at 95% CL.
We can see that the LHC Run-1 excludes H0 masses up to about 35 GeV for pseudoscalar
masses around 100 GeV, with the limits becoming stronger for larger mA0 , reaching ≈ 55 GeV for
mA0 ≈ 145 GeV. For massless mH0 ' 0, the LHC excludes mA0 values up to about ∼140 GeV. It
is interesting that the limits become stronger as the A0 mass increases. This feature is due to the
hardening of the lepton spectra (originating from the A0 → Z(∗)H0 decay) with increasing mA0 ,
which in turn results from the opening of phase space amounting to more dileptons passing the
signal selection cuts. Besides, when mA0 &mH0 +mZ , the Z boson becomes on-shell and the Z veto
imposed on the SUSY search channel eliminates the largest portion of the signal. In fact in this
region, it is the Zh→ `+`−+EmissT search that gives the stronger limit.
For the moment, these constraints seem not to probe any region of the parameter space which
could be interesting for DM physics. However, what is important to notice in figure 2 is that for
some mA0 values, the existing limits approach the limit mH0 ∼ mh/2, i.e. the funnel region of
the IDM. A naïve rescaling of signal and background numbers for the LHC 13 TeV Run (see,
e.g., [42]), assuming that the acceptance×efficiency values remain the same, indicates that for an
integrated luminosity of 100 fb−1, the 95% CL reach should extend up to µ ≈ 1.2 (1.6) above
(below) the dashed grey line in figure 2 reaching µ ≈ 2.1 (2.7) with 300 fb−1, thus covering the
IDM funnel region. We therefore encourage the experimental collaborations to perform a dedicated
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Figure 2: The ratio µ ≡ σ95/σIDM in the (mA0 ,mH0) plane for the representative value of the charged inert
scalar mass mH± = 150 GeV. The solid black line depicts the 95% CL exclusion contour, µ = 1. The dashed
black lines are given for illustration and correspond to the µ = 0.5 and µ = 2 contours. The grey dashed line
indicates mA0 −mH0 = mZ .
search for inert scalars at 13 TeV, which could include not only modified selection cuts but also
exploitation of angular separation variables [20] in order to further enhance the sensitivity.
4. Conclusions
The Inert Doublet Model is a simple (and, hence, predictive) extension of the SM that can
accommodate a dark matter candidate. Although the high-mass regime of the model (mH0 & 500
GeV) is quite difficult to probe in earth-based experiments, its low- and intermediate mass regimes
are currently almost excluded by Higgs invisible decay width and direct detection constraints. The
only parameter space region currently evading scrutiny is the so-called “funnel region”, involving
annihilation of two DM particles through a resonant s-channel Higgs boson (and, to some extent,
annihilation into off-shell W+W− pairs). This regime, present in many DM models, is difficult to
probe experimentally and could be accessed at the LHC through searches that rely on the production
of heavier Z2-odd states. In particular, searches for dileptons accompanied by missing transverse
energy may be able to probe this challenging parameter space region, thus fully excluding the IDM
as a DM model for H0 masses below 500 GeV. This signature could, besides, be exploited in any
similar model involving a “dark” sector that transforms non-trivially under SU(2)L and provide
interesting constraints for WIMPs of moderate mass.
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